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Microbial ecosystems are composed of many interacting species, yet most of these interactions are still unknown. Omics
allow us to start analyzing associations of species or functions over spatiotemporal scales. Microbial associations can be
represented as networks. In the ocean, constructed association networks are often dense and static, despite the biological
system being highly dynamic. Here, we explore strategies to disentangle marine microbial association networks aiming to
generate improved networks that can lead to a better understanding of the oceans microbial ecosystems.

Problem: dense network (hairball)

Dynamic network: monthly networks for one year
~ node represents a microbe
~ edge represents an association between two microbes
~ one monthly network is a subnetwork of the static network. A network for a given month is
obtained by filtering the edges. An edge is present in a monthly network if both nodes and
the association are present in the given month
~ node size = abundance in given month
~ color represents detected modules of static network,

Filter Strategies considering
~ Abundance
~ Prevalence
~ Co-occurrence
~ Association strength
~ Significance
~ Environmental preference
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Problem: Static network
associations can be
~ universal or location-specific
~ permanent or temporary or reoccurring
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color represents detected modules

Evaluation and Evidence

An association predicted through the network may be evaluated by a literature based database. Moreover, additional evidence may be obtained
by using Single Cell Amplified Genomes (co-occurrence in one SAG) or finding the same association in several networks constructed from
different datasets. If two interaction partners show same environmental preference / niche, they are more likley to be true interaction partners.
Further evidence can be obtained if two species have complementary genes suggesting that there is a dependency between them.

Biological interpretation

What are the microbes environmental preference, niche? Who are the keystone species? Which groups of microbes interact with each other?
What are the predicted interactions for microbes of interest? The network approach generates microbial interaction hypotheses.

Outlook

While we concentrate here on taxonomic networks, the next step will be to look at metabolic networks. Comparing these networks over time, are
metabolic networks more stable in time than the taxonomic networks?
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